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TRAVEL GUIDE

How to stay in shape, continue your
progress and maintain your routine.



DISCLAIMER

The information presented herein is in no way intended as medical
advice or to serve as a substitute for medical counselling. The
information should be used in conjunction with the guidance and care
of your physician. 
 
Consult your physician before beginning this program as you would
with any exercise and nutrition program. If you choose not to obtain
the consent of your physician and/or work with your physician
throughout the course of LGN365, you are agreeing to accept full
responsibility for your actions.
 
By beginning this program, you recognise that despite all precautions
on the part of Michael Gostelow, Executive Performance LLC, there are
risks of injury or illness that can occur because of your use of the
aforementioned information, and you expressly assume such risks and
waive, relinquish and release any claim that you may have against
Michael Gostelow, Executive Performance LLC, or its respective
affiliates as a result of any future physical injury or illness incurred in
connection with, or as a result of, the use or misuse of this program.
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Travel is not an excuse, it's part of the plan.
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Travel and your health and fitness don’t often see eye to eye. It breaks routine (the
cornerstone of fitness) and has a certain effect of unshackling primal urges,
mainly around food.
 
Travel can’t be used as an excuse, especially if you travel often. It must become
‘part of the plan’ rather than ‘planning around it’. In this resource, I’ll show you
how to minimise the disruption travel can have and how you can still make
progress with the 3 P’s (planning, preparation and prioritisation).
 
You’ll also find hotel room workouts, travel tips and a fast-food guide - everything
you’ll ever need to conquer travel.

Introduction

QUICK-START SUMMARY

Book a hotel with a good gym
Decide what days and when you want to exercise
Know what your workouts look like
Bring everything you’ll need - gear, food, supplements etc.
Pre-determine your non-negotiables
Have quick, healthy meals up your sleeve
Be an assertive orderer at restaurants
Own the flight time



Most of the time you’ll have a week to a few months notice of when and

where you’ll be travelling, which gives you ample time to plan ahead. The

key aspects of planning involve time and location.

 

Firstly, book a hotel with a good gym. 

 

Most hotels are similar these days with beds and showers and air-con.

Make a good gym your selection criteria. (I’ve included 5 hotel room

workouts below if you can’t find one with a gym).

PLANNING
Failing to plan is planning to fail
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ASPECT 1: TIME
What days will you exercise and when will you exercise? If possible,

book these sessions into the diary. If not, at least determine with intent

your exercise times. Psychology tells us that the more thought you put

into a plan, the more likely you are to follow through.

ASPECT 2: LOCATION

You’ll know a large portion of your results comes from your nutrition.

Therefore, it’s important to plan ahead in this area. 

 

Find 3 healthy places you can eat close by.

Where is the closest supermarket?

Will your hotel have a kitchenette or just a fridge? 

Can you pre-order prepared meals?



You’re booked into a hotel with a gym and have determined some

nutritious sources of food. Now the basics are done, it’s time to prepare

to stick to the plan.

PREPARATION
Proper preparation prevents poor performance
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1. KNOW YOUR WORKOUTS AHEAD OF TIME

Like I said earlier, the more thought you put into a plan, the more likely

you are to follow through. This also has the effect of removing any

barriers. If you know exactly what you’re doing (time, place, exercises,

sets and reps), it’s much harder to make up an excuse.

 

You’re heading down to the gym tomorrow morning before work: What

exercises are you doing? How many sets and reps?

You’re going for a walk at lunch: For how long? What route?

 

See Page 9 for 5 Hotel Room Workouts

See Page 15 for ‘How to Make an Effective Workout in 60-Seconds’

2. BRING EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED
The obvious things include workout gear, runners, music (if that’s your

thing) and a water bottle.

 

Less obvious things (but definitely come in handy) are protein/granola

bars, protein powder, fresh fruit, mixed unsalted nuts, any supplements

you take, workout towel, this document.

 

The idea is to try and maintain your usual routine and eating patterns.

The location you’re at may change but YOU are the same person with the

same goals.



Here’s a snippet from an email I sent to my newsletter recently:

PRIORITISATION
Effectiveness is doing the right things
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What would happen if you completely ignored your goals and focused only on your

system? If you were a basketball coach and you ignored your goal of winning a

championship, only focusing on what your team did at practice, managing your

assistant coaches and recruiting talent, would you still get results? 

 

I think you would. The score takes care of itself. 

 

Goals give direction, but systems are best for making progress. Goals only give change

in the moment. We think we need to change our results, but the results aren’t the

problem. What we need is to change the systems that cause those results. Goals restrict

your happiness. “Once I reach my goal, then I’ll be happy” are famous last words of

someone chasing air. Don’t box yourself into this narrow version of happiness. 

 

Still, set your goal, you need to know where you’re going, but then determine the

systems which will get you there. 

 

Eg. Goal = Lose 10kg 

Systems:

Eat 4x healthy meals a day, maintaining a calorie deficit. 

Train with weights 3x /week

Walk 10,000 steps a day

Sleep 8 hours a night 

 

Forget the 10kg and focus on the day to day systems. The fat loss will take care of

itself. I guarantee you will achieve your goal eventually. We always want results. They

will come. 

 

For now… focus on what you can control.



 Identify your non-negotiables then complete them with ruthless

effectiveness. 

 

The non-negotiables are the things you have to do to reach your goal.

They are the day-to-day action steps or 'the process'. 

 

Decide on your 3-5 non-negotiables and nail them.

 

Examples include:

I will eat 3x/day and not snack

I will complete two gym workouts and two hotel room workouts

I will walk between 6,000-8,000 steps a day

I will not drink alcohol

I will get 8 hours of sleep a night

I will fast on the plane

I will drink over 3L of water a day

 

Set your non-negotiables
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WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR TRAVEL?



See below for five different hotel room workouts which can be done

anywhere with no equipment. Each can be completed in under 30-

minutes. Not having a gym in the hotel is no longer an excuse.

 

Each workout has a different focus and difficulty level, let me know if

you can't decide which one to complete. 

 

There is also a video link going through the exercises for each separate

workout.

HOTEL ROOM
Workouts
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THE WARM-UP

Yep, still important to warm-up every single time your train.

 

Worlds greatest stretch

Kneeling hip flexor and hamstring stretch

Inchworms

Wall rotations and wall slides

 

CLICK HERE FOR THE WARM-UP VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UzZPtWpaF2k&feature=youtu.be


This is an easier strength-based session designed for those newer to

training. Keep the reps slow and controlled.

SESSION 1
Simple Strength
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Bodyweight squat x15

Side plank x20-45 seconds each side

Single leg glute bridges x10 reps each leg

Rest 30 seconds between each exercise and repeat x3

 

Deadbugs x10 each leg

Inchworms x3

Pushups x10

Rest 30 seconds between each exercise and repeat x3

 

Walking lunge x8 each leg

Slow mountain climbers x8 each leg

Rest 30 seconds between each exercise and repeat x3

CLICK HERE TO WATCH A SHORT VIDEO OF THE EXERCISES

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y0QjYN6lh_8&feature=youtu.be


This is an harder strength-based session, implementing tempo work and

some more advanced exercises. 

SESSION 2
Advanced Strength
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Pushups (2-sec pause at bottom) x8

Prisoner squat (2-sec pause at bottom) x12

Rest 30 seconds between each exercise and repeat x3

 

Reverse lunges with overhead reach x10 each leg

Russian twists x20 

Plank leg lift x20

No rest between exercises. Rest 60 seconds after round and repeat x3

 

Single leg squat x10 each leg

Rotating plank x5

Lying leg lifts x10

No rest between exercises. Rest 60 seconds after round and repeat x3

CLICK HERE TO WATCH A SHORT VIDEO OF THE EXERCISES

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng8iDIjsOmg&feature=youtu.be


This is a good workout after a long flight or day of sitting. Don't be fooled

- you'll still get a bit of a sweat on with all the movement. You'll work

continuously through the exercises for the full duration of set time.

SESSION 3
Mobilisation and Stretch Workout
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Pushup with T x3 each side

Forward lunge with rotation x3 each side

Open the book x3 each side

7-min time set

 

Quad stretch 30sec each leg

Hamstring stretch 30sec each leg

 

Lunge with single leg reach x3 each leg

Yoga flow x3

6-min density

 

Diver stretch 30 sec each

Chest stretch 30 sec each

 

Inchworms x3

Squat with rotations at bottom  x3

5-min density

CLICK HERE TO WATCH A SHORT VIDEO OF THE EXERCISES

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ex7A3G9wgyk&feature=youtu.be


An easier conditioning based workout, you'll be able to zoom through

this one. First two circuits follow the reps schemes set. Eg. 16 squats

then 16 reaches then 12 squats then 12 reaches etc. Rest as needed. Use a

timer for the third circuit.

SESSION 4
Easier Conditioning
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Squats

Plank on elbows with forward reaches

16-12-8-4

 

Jump squats

Mountain climbers

Situps

10-8-6-4-2

 

Jog on spot

Walkouts

Star jumps

30 seconds work/30 seconds rest

Repeat x4

CLICK HERE TO WATCH A SHORT VIDEO OF THE EXERCISES

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vsPvokKoakc&feature=youtu.be


A harder conditioning based workout for those who want something

more spicy. Rest 2-3 minutes between circuits. Use a timer for the second

and third circuit.

SESSION 5
Advanced Conditioning
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Plank with forward reaches x20

Burpees x10

 Repeat x3

 

Jump squats

Mountain climbers

High knees

V-ups

20 seconds work/10 seconds rest 

Repeat x4

 

Thread the needle

Star jumps

Prisoner getups

30 seconds work/30 seconds rest

Repeat x4

CLICK HERE TO WATCH A SHORT VIDEO OF THE EXERCISES

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y7Dk7b4Qq0s&feature=youtu.be


You have a gym in the hotel but aren’t sure what to do. Two options:

Message me and I can send you a workout.

Use this guide to make one for yourself.

 

An effective workout covers strength training for the whole body and a

cardiovascular component. By choosing efficient exercises, you can

complete a workout in 20-45 minutes. 

HOW TO MAKE AN EFFECTIVE WORKOUT
in 60-seconds
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HOW TO USE THE WORKOUT CREATOR

There are 5 key categories of exercises. On the next page is a selection of

exercises. Pick one from each column, choose your sets and reps, then

get to work.

 

Start each workout with a quick warmup - always.
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4x8 - more strength and muscle building based

4x10-12 - more muscle building and endurance based

4x15-20 - more endurance and conditioning based.

 

Rest 30-90 seconds between all exercises. Shorter will be tougher.

 

For your conditioning, choose one of the following.

5-10-minutes continuous

1-minute work alternated with 1-minute rest x3-5 intervals

30 seconds hard alternated with 30 seconds slow x5-8 intervals

2-minute warmup then 10 seconds hard 20 seconds slow x8-10

intervals

PICK YOUR SETS AND REPS

Don’t overcomplicate things - simple is better. 

Pick a weight which challenges you, leaving only 1-2 reps in the tank. 

Focus on form, controlling up and down.

GET INTO IT



Travel throws you out of routine, often to a foreign city, and makes

sticking to your nutrition plan a hassle. Never fear! The next few pages

provide a selection of good places to eat on-the-go, some easy meals you

can throw together quickly and tips on eating out at restaurants.

EATING HEALTHY WHILE TRAVELLING 
3-Part Guide
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PART 1: FAST FOOD
Best types of food to pick up on-the-go
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SUSHI
Dishes with minimal rice are preferred. Eg. salmon sashimi with a side

of edamame beans.

VIETNAMESE ROLLS
These are a great lower calorie option. Best fillings are your low-fat

proteins such as chicken, fish and lean beef.

SALADS
There are many salad chains wherever you go, such as Sumo Salad and

Salad Works. Be aware of excess sauce, cheese or oil which can bump up

the calories significantly. Subway also has the option of salads (though

they don’t advertise it much).

BURGER PLACES
Even something like McDonalds can be healthy with a conscious choice

- there are really no excuses. Go for a grilled chicken burger with

minimal sauce. Most places will offer a side serving of fruit too.

MEXICAN
Lots of these around too. Burrito bowls are your best option - pick grilled

chicken, beans and all the salsa/veggies your heart desires. Skip (or

minimise) the cheese, guac, rice and sour cream.



PART 2: QUICK MEALS
You can throw together from the supermarket
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TUNA AND SALAD
Pick up a pre-made salad - stick to veggies and no sauce.

Grab 1-2 cans of tuna

Add the tuna to the salad (you could also use meat from above here)

YOGHURT, FRUIT AND NUTS
Grab 1-2x yoghurts (higher protein brands such as Chobani, Skyr and

YoPro are best)

Grab 1-2 fruits (banana, apple, blueberries, strawberries)

Grab some unsalted mixed nuts.

Mix together in a bowl and enjoy.

You could also combine a yoghurt, sachet of oats and the fruit/nuts

for something different and more substantial.

QUICK OATS
Brands like Uncle Toby's have oat sachets you can buy - choose

unflavoured as the flavoured are full of sugar. Use 1-2 sachets.

Choose which fruit you'd like to have (banana, apple, blueberries,

strawberries)

Use hot water to cook the oats and plenty of fruit to give it taste.

MEAT CRACKERS & HUMMUS DIP
Choose your type of deli meat (bigger places will have a butcher you

can buy stuff like shredded chicken, other will have to be packaged)

Grab some wholemeal crackers such (as vita-weats)

Grab some hummus

Grab some carrots.

Spread some hummus on the crackers with the chicken on top. Use 1-

2 carrots and dip them in hummus.



PART 3: RESTAURANT tips
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BE AN ASSERTIVE ORDERER
Don’t be afraid to modify the menu. Trust me, in this age of “nutritionism”,

waiters are used to it. Ask questions and know the terminology. Grilled,

steamed, broiled, boiled and baked are fine but beware of terms such as

creamy, smothered, lightly breaded, deep-fried. Ask for sauces on the side

and leave out the fries/rice/pasta/potatoes that usually come with the main

and ask for extra veggies instead (most restaurants are happy to do this). You

can even tell waiters you’re gluten-free to ensure you’re only getting quality

food (I’ve done it before!).

START WITH SOUP OR SALAD
Both can be filling and satisfying. Order the dressing on the side and dip

your fork lightly in the dressing before every forkful. Stay with non-creamy

soups.  Ask the waiter if dairy is added that will let you know if they add

cream or cheese or even butter (you can even tell your waiter that you are

lactose intolerant to make sure they don’t add cream, butter or cheese).

APPETISERS AS THE MAIN COURSE

Try ordering from the appetiser menu if you don’t find anything you want

on the main menu such as grilled calamari, caprese salad or shrimp

cocktail.  Saves calories with smaller portions.

LIQUOR CONTROL
It’s very easy to drink a lot when in good conversation eating good food.

Alcohol can stimulate hunger so never drink on an empty stomach (really

throws off blood sugar) and try to follow the 1:1 rule; follow one alcoholic

drink (such as a glass of wine) with a full glass of water.  Even try to cut the

wine with other choices such as vodka with soda water. Or even go alcohol

free!



HOW TO CRUISE THROUGH 
JET LAG
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WHAT CAUSES JET LAG?

Our bodies are naturally programmed to do a number of things throughout a

24-hour period, such as eating and sleeping. These built-in routines are

known as circadian rhythms, and when we fly through different time zones

they’re thrown into disarray. 

No alcohol. The effects of alcohol at altitude will increase tiredness and

cause dehydration.

Avoid caffeine. The caffeine in drinks such as coffee, cola, and energy

drinks will affect your ability to sleep and increase jet lag recovery time.

Take Melatonin. This is a hormone that tells your brain when it’s time to

wind down and go to sleep. Taking a small amount, between 3-5

milligrams, 30 minutes before you want to go to sleep, can really help

your body clock.

Reduce bright light. Light suppresses melatonin, so if you want to get a

good sleep turn of your screens at least 30 minutes before heading there.

Invest in a good sleep mask and ear plugs. You'll thank me.

Hunt for the sun. When you touch down get as much daylight as you can

to reset your body's internal clock..

Get some exercise. It will boost your endorphins and stretch out the

kinks after a long flight. 

A cold shower. Recommended by many experts and frequent travellers. It

will perk you up FAST.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

7 TIPS TO BEAT JET LAG

For further details this article has some great advice

https://www.legalnomads.com/jet-lag-tips/


I get asked a lot for tricks to help stick to a diet while traveling.

Unfortunately, most tricks are crap. The only trick that works is terribly

unsexy: planning, preparation and prioritisation.

 

That said, in terms of handy-dandy travel tips, I’d suggest:

 

Fast on the plane - the food is bad anyway. If you do eat, don’t eat the

whole meal. You’re also allowed to bring your own food into planes,

which is a great option for longer flights.

Use flights to catch up on much needed sleep. By going straight to

sleep you’ll avoid the temptation of snacks and alcohol soon coming

to your seat.

Get up and move around often on a flight. The body tends to ‘shut

down’ when sitting still for long periods. While your metabolism

comes to a halt your body starts to seize up - you always feel stiff and

fatigued afterwards. Rotate, bend, reach, stretch and move when

possible.

Eat fewer meals. I typically skip breakfast when traveling, have a

small lunch and then a larger dinner.

Drink lots of water (LOTS).

Don’t stress about it. This is my go-to. If you’re in a good rhythm

leading up to departure, most anything you gain over a few days to a

couple weeks will be bounced off soon after returning to your plan.

MIKE'S HANDY-DANDY
 Travel Tips
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IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS
PLEASE GET IN TOUCH. 
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It goes without saying that I'm
here to help.

www.execperformance.com.au

TRAVEL GUIDE


